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Issue 1:  In Odessa, local education officials say the area's public schools are sorely in need of repairs and upgrades to meet current and future needs. But school bonds  -- spennding packages approved by voters -- have largely been rejected in recent 
years. So what's next for Odessa educators and students and how will the district meet their growing needs?

4/7/2022
In upcoming spring election, Odessa voters 
will decide on $398 million school bond 6:45 a.m.; 8:45 a.m.; 4:44 p.m. 0:05:23

The Ector County Independent School District is asking residents to approve a $398 million bond on May 7. If 
approved, the bond — which is split up into two propositions — would provide funds for repairs at campuses 
across the district, expand trade programs and build a new high school in northeast Odessa.

5/3/2022

In Odessa, a $398 million bond election 
comes down to trust as voters weigh pros 
and cons 6:45 a.m.; 8:45 a.m.; 4:44 p.m. 0:05:52

On May 7, Ector County residents will decide whether to pass the bond proposal, which would fund projects like 
building a new high school. Supporters say the spending package is needed to address aging facilities and 
overcrowding, but some locals have misgivings about the bond’s price tag and the district’s leadership.

5/8/2022 May 7 Election Results in West Texas
6:04 a.m.;8:04 a.m.;3:32:30 p.m.; 4:
32:30 p.m. 0:00:51

On May 7, voters in the Odessa area overwhelmingly rejected a bond proposal put forward by the Ector County 
Independent School District that was worth nearly 400 million dollars. The spending package would have 
provided funds to build a new high school and repair aging campuses across the community. But voters rejected 
the two ballot proposals that made up the bond by more than 60 percent. 

Issue 2: Increasing the on-air Spanish language content on Marfa Public Radio is a priority for the station's newsroom. And el noticiero semanal - a Friday-roundup of the week's top stories in Spanish - is how the station is looking 
to accomplish that goal.

4/6/2022

Introducing Marfa Public Radio’s weekly 
Spanish newscast: un noticiero semanal en 
español 6:45 a.m.; 8:45 a.m.; 4:44 p.m. 0:06:00

One of Marfa Public Radio’s goals this year is to better serve our Spanish speaking audience. Starting this week, 
we’ll air a round-up of the week’s biggest stories in Spanish every Friday.

4/8/2022

El noticiero semanal: cambios en Presidio, 
cielos oscuros y un nuevo programa 
llamado “Caló” 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:59 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

4/15/2022

El noticiero semanal: Reacciones a la 
terminación de Título 42, inspecciones 
vehiculares 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:35 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

4/22/2022

El noticiero semanal: Construcción en el 
puente internacional, y una conferencia 
sobre cambio climático en Presidio 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:50 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

4/29/2022
El noticiero semanal: tierra “silvestre,” 
servicios de ambulancia, y más 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:56 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

5/6/2022

El noticiero semanal: Protesta para el 
derecho al aborto, elecciones municipales, 
y un nuevo presidente provisional para Sul 
Ross 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:03:22 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

5/13/2022

El noticiero semanal: resultados de los 
elecciones municipales, y un nuevo álbum 
de Primo y Beebe 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:33 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

5/20/2022

El noticiero semanal: Financiamiento de la 
atención médica rural, y recordando a 
Esequiel Hernández, Jr. 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:03:57 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

5/27/2022

El noticiero semanal: El masacre en 
Uvalde, y apoyo para solicitantes de asilo 
en la región Big Bend 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:18 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

6/3/2022
El noticiero semanal: Recordando a las 
víctimas de Uvalde 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:15 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

6/10/2022

El noticiero semanal: Una conversación con 
la directora del documental “Sunú,” sobre 
los campesinos mexicanos protegiendo a 
maíz 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:04:42

Esta semana, tomamos un descanso del contenido regular de los noticieros para compartir una conversación 
más larga sobre un documental que pronto será proyectado para el público en Marfa.

6/24/2022

El noticiero semanal: Un festival del Mes 
del Orgullo LGBTQ, medidas para combatir 
la sequía, y más 6:29 a.m.; 8: 29 a.m.; 3:29 p.m. 0:03:50 El noticiero semanal de Marfa Public Radio es un resumen de las historias locales de la semana.

Issue 3: Presidio is one of the newer cities Marfa Public Radio has started broadcasting to. This reporting look at stories from the borderland at all levels, from the city level to the national.

4/6/2022

After much deliberation, Presidio City 
Council votes to fire city administrator 
among other changes to city positions

6:04 a.m.;8:04 a.m.;3:32:30 p.m.; 4:
32:30 p.m. 0:00:45

Council members said it was a difficult decision to terminate Brad Newton’s contract, and did not provide a 
reason for the firing — but said it was “due to good cause.” The council also reclassified a newly created position 
managing city finances, and voted to seek outside legal advice after expressing frustration with the city attorney.

4/15/2022

As the end of Title 42 nears, a look at what 
the controversial border policy has meant in 
the Big Bend 6:42 a.m.; 8:42 a.m.; 4:48 p.m. 0:08:30

In late May, the federal government will end the controversial public health policy known as Title 42, which has 
allowed officials to rapidly expel nearly all migrants and asylum seekers who’ve come to the border since the 
beginning of the pandemic. Immigration and customs officials are preparing for a possible increase in asylum 
seekers, though it’s unclear exactly what the policy shift will mean for the Big Bend region, and Presidio’s mayor 
says it’s a welcome change.



5/8/2022 May 7 Election Results in West Texas
6:04 a.m.;8:04 a.m.;3:32:30 p.m.; 4:
32:30 p.m. 0:00:43 In Presidio, voters cast their ballots this weekend for all five city council seats. Here are those results.

5/20/2022
25 years later, Presidio and Redford 
remember Esequiel Hernandez, Jr. 4:44 p.m. 0:13:08

On May 20, 1997, a Marine on a covert anti-drug operation shot and killed Hernandez, an 18-year-old Presidio 
High School student, who was herding his goats near his family home in the small border community of Redford. 
In their own words, Esequiel’s family and friends tell us how that day changed life along the river forever, and 
how they remember him now.

Issue 4: The borderland dialect Caló is a colorful language heard throughout West Texas and beyond. These episodes highlight phrases and words from and explore their meaning with a personal anecdote. These stories are an 
effort to preserve Caló and educate others about it. 

4/5/2022
Caló: Close the screen door or the moyotes 
will come in 12:01 p.m. 0:03:54

Órale, the feature today is the term ‘moyote.’ It’s the Nahuatl or Aztec word for mosquito. While you’ll hear it used 
outside the Rio Grande region in Mexico, zancudo and mosquito are the more common terms used for this biting 
insect in most of the Spanish-speaking world. Along the Rio Grande where Caló is spoken, however, moyote is 
the preferred term for this stinger.

4/11/2022 Caló: Aguila with the snakes 12:01 p.m. 0:03:28

Órale, the featured word today is ‘aguila.’ It’s the Spanish word for eagle. In Caló it’s used to mean alertness or 
beware. Somebody who’s watching out for something is said to be aguila. Likewise, when you tell somebody to 
be aguila you mean to say they should be on the lookout.

4/19/2022 Caló: Let’s echarnos 12:01 p.m. 0:03:36

Órale, the Caló word of the day is ‘echarse.’ It’s the Spanish verb for toss, put, lay on, or oust. In Caló, echarse 
means to slump, give up, or got to bed. The general aesthetic or image that’s conveyed with the term is that of 
retiring or succumbing to the challenge of the moment, whether it’s a conflict, daunting challenge or merely 
fatigue.

4/25/2022 Caló: Cala? 12:01 p.m. 0:03:40
Órale, the Caló word today is ‘calar.’ In Spanish, it’s the verb for stab or penetrate. In Caló, it means to hurt or 
insult. When you take offense, you say it in the same way as when you catch a rock in your shoe: cala.

5/2/2022 Caló: You better get trucha, ese 12:01 p.m. 0:03:30

Órale, the Caló word today is ‘trucha.’ It means trout in Spanish, but in Caló trucha means en garde, check things 
out or look at everything closely. Before I go further, however, I want to mention a similar word we covered a 
couple of episodes ago, aguila, which means eagle. Like trucha, it’s one of the nuances of telling someone to 
watch out. The next four episodes will be dedicated to this segment of human communication. Aguila is what you 
use when the subject causing the alert is attacking or otherwise seeking you out, like a rattlesnake. You want to 
use aguila in these case because eagles will defeat rattlesnake. So be ‘aguila.’ Trucha is different in that the 
threat is not specifically known, as in crossing a high-speed intersection.

5/6/2022 Caló: Al alva, ese 12:01 p.m. 0:03:36

Today we’re going to talk about the warning expression, “al alva.” Albo, alternatively alba, in Spanish means 
daybreak and the general area of the color spectrum closest to white. In Caló it means be lively, engage, and get 
ready because here it comes or it’s about to start. It’s one of the various nuances of a long string of warning 
expressions in Caló, along with aguila, trucha, ojo, watchale, and aguas.

5/17/2022 Caló: Aguas! 12:01 p.m. 0:03:31
Órale, today we’re going to talk about the expression “aguas.” In Spanish, it means simply water. In Caló, it 
means brace yourself for you’re about to get hit.

5/23/2022 Caló: Ojo, Ojo! 12:01 p.m. 0:03:48

Órale, today we’re going to talk about the expression “ojo.” In Spanish, it means eye or water spring. In Caló, it 
means to pay attention or focus on something. It’s also an incantation or spell that’s delivered through a 
malevolent stare, as in he gave the ojo to his neighbor. Either way, it’s usually said with your eyes pointing at 
whatever it is you’re telling somebody to be ojo about.

5/31/2022 Cálo: Puro Cabúl 12:01 p.m. 0:03:29

The Caló word today is cabulear. It’s a verb meaning to joke around or to be ironic or sarcastic. There’s nothing 
exactly comparable in Spanish, other than the term burla, which means to make fun of somebody. It’s likely a 
contraction of a several words or even a whole narrative about somebody being made a fool of. When you sense 
cabúl, there’s a joke going on and a victim is paying for it.

6/7/2022 Caló: You wanted bulé? 12:01 p.m. 0:03:32

Órale, the word for this episode is bule. In Caló it means a disreputable place or event. It also means to party with 
abandon, what in the American vernacular is called a bender. You don’t always plan a bule. It becomes a fact 
only after the fact, maybe starts out as a small party among then turns into a multi-day affair. And the place is 
where there often is a bule doesn’t guarantee one, say, if it’s closed or the evening is interrupted in some way 
that either shuts down the bule or moves it to another spot. As some people say about other indescribable things, 
you only know a bule when you see it.

6/13/2022 Caló: He’s just madereando? 12:01 p.m. 0:03:27

The word of the day is madrear. It’s a verb meaning to mother. In Caló it means to give oneself great latitude in 
behavior and/or responsibility, as a mother would an infant who doesn’t know any better. It’s also often used to 
flag a slacker who’s not doing his part: “all he’s doing is madreando, not really working.”

6/17/2022 Caló: Just go sonsear! 12:01 p.m. 0:03:36

Órale, the Caló word of today is sonsear. It’s a verb meaning to act dumb or wonder about aimlessly. It comes 
from the Iberian adjective zonzo, or sonso. It means insolent, dumb-acting or impish. In Caló, sonsear is a verb 
that describes the act of going through life not reflecting on what’s going on around you, as if you’re just taking 
things as they come without thinking critically about what you’re experiencing. Under certain circumstances, it 
also means to explore, go on an adventure with no particular aim or destination in mind — just sonseando until 
you get somewhere.

6/28/2022
Caló: Worse than choteado, he’d be 
chonteado 12:01 p.m. 0:03:24

Órale, the Caló word for today is chonteado. It’s a very colorful word made up of two otherwise unrelated words: 
choteado, which means disqualified or disgraced, and calzones, which means underpants. Caló fuses the two 
words to arrive at an image of something or somebody that’s been eliminated or soiled beyond redemption, as if 
they were underwear that you simply have to throw away.

Issue 5: The Big Bend region is full of natural and historic wonders -- the desert landscape and roaming wildlife. The area's deep history is worthy of exploring. These stories look at the natural wonders of Far West Texas, from the 
sky island of the Davis Mountains to the Chihuahuan desert and the stars above.



4/7/2022
In the Guadalupes, Geologists Trace 
Pangaea and the Paleozoic Past 7:45 a.m.;4:44 p.m. 0:04:59

The mountainous landscapes of West Texas testify to diverse aspects of the Earth’s past – to the tectonic 
upheavals that raised the Rockies, to episodes of powerful volcanism, to a seaway that covered this land in the 
Age of Dinosaurs. But as a window into deep time, the Guadalupe Mountains are unique. The rocks that form the 
Top of Texas, that cast a celestial glow in the towering colossus of El Capitan, were laid down some 270 million 
years ago. There were no grasses, no flowering plants, no mammals in that Paleozoic time. But the planet didn’t 
lack for life, or for drama. In the Guadalupes, geologists are tracing the mysteries of that vanished world – in 
often stunning detail.

4/7/2022

Big Bend “Dark Sky Reserve” formally 
designated after effort by astronomers and 
advocates

6:04 a.m.;8:04 a.m.;3:32:30 p.m.; 4:
32:30 p.m. 0:00:45

Over the past year or so, local governments across the Big Bend have adopted stricter outdoor lighting rules, part 
of a broader effort to protect the region’s famously starry night skies.

4/21/2022

April 30th Native Plant Sale is an Invitation 
to Deepen Your Connection with West 
Texas 7:42 a.m.;4:50 p.m. 0:07:29

On Saturday, April 30, in Alpine, they host a native plant sale. Whether you’re a veteran gardener or a novice, it’s 
an opportunity to deepen your connection with West Texas.

4/27/2022

In Far West Texas, conservationists revive 
a decades-old push for a Big Bend 
“wilderness” designation 7:45 a.m.;4:44 p.m. 0:04:47

Wilderness areas are the most stringently protected types of public lands in the U.S. A coalition of Big Bend 
boosters is pushing for Congress to protect most of the park’s natural areas through a formal wilderness 
designation.

4/29/2022
“Generalist” and “Specialist”: Plants Deploy 
Diverse Strategies to Thrive in West Texas 7:45 a.m.;4:44 p.m. 0:04:59

Twelve thousand years ago, the great ice sheets that had long covered most of Canada and the northern U.S. 
receded. The jet stream – the continent’s storm track – abruptly shifted course. And the Southwest – which had 
been a lush land of lakes, woodlands and savannas – began a swift transformation into the arid land we know 
today.

5/5/2022
“It’s not a river”: the Rio Grande goes dry in 
Big Bend, revealing a river system in crisis 7:45 a.m.;4:44 p.m. 0:04:59

It’s a life-giving stream in a desert land, that for millennia has sustained human communities and creatures found 
nowhere else on Earth. The deep canyons it’s carved are among the most remote and spectacular places on the 
continent. Its great sweep through the borderlands gives a region its name. But this April and May, the Rio 
Grande has gone dry in large parts of Big Bend National Park. It’s not the first time it’s happened. But the forces 
that have killed the river this spring aren’t likely to abate. What’s happening now could become a regular 
occurrence.

5/12/2022
Nowhere else to go: the Rio Grande goes 
dry, and aquatic life hangs in the balance 7:45 a.m.;4:44 p.m. 0:04:59

The Rio Grande – like all the world’s great rivers – meets many needs, and means many things. It’s water for 
drinking and farming – a foundation for societies past and present. It’s a place of beauty, and a resource for 
recreation and tourism. For 175 years, it’s been put to political use, as a border between nations. But for the river’
s aquatic life – the fish, the mussels, the turtles – the Rio Grande is home. What does it mean for these 
communities when the river goes dry, as it has in much of Big Bend this spring? And how has the human-driven 
degradation of the river impacted these creatures, who have nowhere else to go?

5/18/2022

In a Watershed in Crisis, Scientists Work to 
Understand, and Save, the Desert Fish of 
Big Bend 7:42 a.m.;4:50 p.m. 0:07:58

Think of West Texas wildlife, and aquatic creatures aren’t what comes to mind. But the Rio Grande and its 
tributaries are home to a stunning diversity of fish, mussels and turtles. Many are found nowhere else on Earth. 
But the Rio Grande is also one of the world’s most endangered rivers. Images this spring from Big Bend National 
Park, where the river has gone dry for miles, make that plain. With 95 percent of the river’s water diverted for 
human use, what’s remarkable is how much aquatic life survives.

6/2/2022

Fescue Rescue: An Endangered Grass 
Embodies the Beauty, and Fragility, of the 
“Sky Islands” 7:42 a.m.;4:50 p.m. 0:06:29

Camp this summer in the Guadalupe, Davis or Chisos mountains – the West Texas “sky islands” – and you’ll 
awaken to a symphony of birdsong. As the sun bakes the land below, you’ll walk in hidden canyons, shaded by 
oaks, junipers and pines. Hummingbirds will dart overhead, in meadows thick with wildflowers. You’ll see wildlife 
and its traces – a deer in the brush, ringtail scat on the trail, the tracks of bears and mountain lions. Amidst the 
desert “sea,” these ranges truly are “islands” of abundant life.

6/15/2022
Science and Serendipity Fuel the Hunt for 
the Big Bend’s Earliest People 7:42 a.m.;4:50 p.m. 0:05:28

“The past,” it’s famously been said, “is a foreign country.” But the deep human past is better described as another 
continent. We humans have had the same traits and abilities – for abstract thinking and sociability, for creating 
art, music and dance – for at least 50,000 years. Yet most of that story remains a mystery. Archeologists work to 
push back that frontier, to map the unknown continent of the prehistoric past. It’s not easy. Time has erased and 
buried the most ancient evidence. And though our Paleolithic predecessors almost certainly knew as much 
warmth and laughter, as much curiosity, wonder and danger as we do, their traces were light. Finding them 
requires both rigorous science – and serendipity.

6/17/2022

Texas conservationists warn of dwindling 
mountain lion numbers, saying new 
protections are needed

6:04 a.m.;8:04 a.m.;3:32:30 p.m.; 4:
32:30 p.m. 0:00:51

Advocates say new rules on trapping and hunting the wild cats, along with more thorough research, are urgently 
needed for the animals to “remain tenable” in Texas.

6/22/2022
Dixon Water Foundation Pursues Ranching 
as Restoration on the Marfa Grasslands 7:42 a.m.;4:50 p.m. 0:07:58

The central grasslands stretch from Canada to West Texas, and extend into the desert highlands, from Arizona to 
the Marfa Plateau and Chihuahua. For many Americans, they remain as foreign as they were for Cather’s 19th-
century narrator. Grasslands are thought to lack the “charisma” of mountains and forests – to some, they 
epitomize “fly-over country.” But the grasslands in fact contain an immense natural and cultural richness. And 
they’re deeply imperiled. Of the 600 million acres of historic grasslands, two-thirds have been lost or degraded. 
There’s a growing effort to preserve and restore them. And in Trans-Pecos Texas, the Dixon Water Foundation is 
committed to that effort.

6/30/2022
Cacti Count: Taking Stock of Big Bend 
National Park’s Endangered Plants 7:42 a.m.;4:50 p.m. 0:06:44

Big Bend National Park is known for its rich biodiversity. And that includes a number of rare and endangered 
plants — some found nowhere else in the country, or nowhere else on Earth.

Issue 6: In Midland, the district attorney faced calls for their removal amid accusations of negligence. The recall was ultimately dismissed, but the back-and-forth could indictate future problems with Midland's leadership. 

6/17/2022
Under a cloud of scrutiny, Midland’s District 
Attorney faces calls for her removal 6:45 a.m.; 8:45 a.m.; 4:44 p.m. 0:04:53

A recent court filing alleges Midland’s D.A. Laura Nodolf committed an illegal search and misled a grand jury 
during a 2019 murder investigation. The lawyers behind the filing say Nodolf should be suspended and removed 
from office for her actions.

6/21/2022
Judge dismisses efforts to remove Midland’
s District Attorney

6:04 a.m.;8:04 a.m.;3:32:30 p.m.; 4:
32:30 p.m. 0:00:42

An effort to remove Midland County District Attorney Laura Nodolf for allegedly committing official misconduct or 
displaying incompetency was blocked by Judge Kelly Moore on Monday.


